Digital to Analog Adapter
DMS2002U

Thank you for choosing the Evolution Digital to Analog Adapter. The DMS2002U will allow you to enjoy viewing digital programming on an analog or digital television set.

Your cable operator is enhancing the services provided to you. As a result you will need to add this box to your TV. Once you connect and activate this device, your cable operator is enhancing the services provided to you. As a result you will need to add this box to your TV.

This Self-Installation Kit includes an IR Extender to allow your remote to work for TV functionality.

Evolution Digital - Digital Upgrade MADE EASY!

Instructions to program your remote to work on your TV.

Troubleshooting

Getting to Know Your Remote

Quick Start Guide

Digital to Analog Adapter
Evolution Digital - Ideas to Solutions for a Digital World
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Unpack your Self-Installation Kit to ensure you have all needed pieces. Note your serial number _______________________

Setup

Unpack

2

Setup

Activate

Connect the Power Cord to your TV set.

Connect the IR Extender to your remote.

Connect the DTA securely to your TV set.

When the DTA is placed out of site, it also includes Velcro strips to attach the small DTA to your wall outlet.

The Self-Installation Kit includes an IR Extender to allow your remote to work for TV functionality.

Troubleshooting

No Power/No Light

Check that the power cord is securely plugged into the electrical wall outlet and to the DTA.

No Video/No Sound

Make sure that the power cord is securely plugged into the electrical wall outlet and to the DTA.

The Remote Doesn’t Work

Verify that there are no obstructions between the remote and the DTA.

Ensure the two AAA batteries are inserted properly.

If you are using the Remote Eye Cable (IR Extender) to place your DTA out of sight, make sure it is connected directly to the DTA and that the infrared port of the Remote Eye cable is within “sight” of the remote.

If you need additional support, please contact your cable provider.
Digital Upgrade MADE EASY

Thank you for choosing the Evolution Digital to Analog Adapter. The DMS2002U will allow you to enjoy viewing digital programming on an analog or digital television set.

Your cable operator is enhancing the services provided to you. As a result, you will need to add this box to your TV. Once you connect and activate this device, we hope to make your television experience as seamless as possible. The Evolution Digital to Analog Adapter is extremely compact making it easy to mount behind the TV set.

This Self-Installation Kit includes an IR Extender to allow your remote to work when the DTA is placed out of site. It also includes Velcro strips to attach the small DTA securely to your TV set.

Evolution Digital - Digital Upgrade MADE EASY!
Digital to Analog Adapter
Evolution Digital - Ideas to Solutions for a Digital World

Thank you for choosing the Evolution Digital to Analog Adapter. The DMS2002U will allow you to enjoy viewing digital programming on an analog or digital television set.

Your cable operator is enhancing the services provided to you. As a result, you will need to add this box to your TV. Once you connect and activate this device, we hope to make your television experience as seamless as possible. The Evolution Digital to Analog Adapter is extremely compact making it easy to mount behind the TV set.

This Self-Installation Kit includes an IR Extender to allow your remote to work when the DTA is placed out of sight. It also includes Velcro strips to attach the small DTA securely to your TV set.

Troubleshooting

No Picture/Video

1. Reconnect all wires securely tightened onto both the cable wall outlet and the input port on your DTA. Hand tighten if necessary.

2. Check channel on the TV.

3. Check the Front Panel of the DTA has No Light.

4. Check if you are receiving a signal.

Remote Doesn’t Work

1. Check batteries are installed properly.

2. If you have programmed your remote to work on your TV, please refer to the Remote Control Programming and Operating Instructions to program your remote to work on your TV.

3. Please refer to the Remote Control Programming and Operating Instructions to program your remote to work on your TV.

4. If the Remote Doesn’t Work, please contact your cable provider.

Instructions

Unpack

1. Unpack your Self-Installation Kit to ensure you have all needed pieces. Note your serial number — you will need this later during activation.

Setup

2. Setup your DTA by following the Connection diagrams.

Activate

3. Activate your DTA(s) by going online or calling your cable provider.

Getting to Know Your Remote

POWER

Turn your TV on or off (valid when you program your remote)

LAST

Display previous channel

CHANNELS

Channel up & down

VOLUME

Audio up & down

LANGUAGE

Display alternative language feed (if available)

SET

To program your remote for TV functionality

ENTER

To directly tune to a channel (e.g. 1-0-9 Enter)

MUTE

Turn on/off sound

INFO

View current channel info

What’s Included?

- Digital to Analog Adapter
- Universal Remote
- Batteries x2
- IR Extender
- Coax Cable
- Power Cord
- Adhesive Velcro

Troubleshooting

No power, the Front Panel of the DTA has No Light

1. Check if you are receiving a signal.

2. Check the Front Panel of the DTA has No Light.

3. Reconnect all wires securely tightened onto both the cable wall outlet and the input port on your DTA. Hand tighten if necessary.

4. Check channel on the TV.

5. Check the Front Panel of the DTA has No Light.

Set top box unless provided by your cable operator.

If you need additional support, please contact your cable provider.
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Digital to Analog Adapter
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Thank you for choosing the Evolution Digital to Analog Adapter. The DMS2002U will allow you to enjoy viewing digital programming on an analog or digital television set.

Your cable operator is enhancing the services provided to you. As a result you will need to add this box to your TV. Once you connect and activate this device, we hope to make your television experience as seamless as possible. The Evolution Digital to Analog Adapter is extremely compact making it easy to mount behind the TV set.

This Self-Installation Kit includes an IR Extender to allow your remote to work when the DTA is placed out of site. It also includes Velcro strips to attach the small DTA securely to your TV set.

Troubleshooting

No power, the Front Panel of the DTA has No Light

To directly tune to a channel (e.g. 1-0-9 Enter)

To program your remote for TV functionality

Display alternative language feed

Display previous channel

T urn on/off sound

T urn your TV on or off ( hold when you program your remote)

Display current channel info

Display alternative language feed ( if available)

*Please refer to the Remote Control Programming and Operating Instructions to program your remote to work on your TV.

Ideas to Solutions for a Digital World

Getting to Know Your Remote

Instructions

1. Unpack your Self-Installation Kit to ensure you have all needed pieces. Note your serial number you will need this later during activation.

2. Setup your DTA by following the Connection diagrams.

3. Activate your DTA(s) by going online or calling your cable provider.

What’s Included?

- Digital to Analog Adapter (DTA)
- IR Extender
- Coax Cable
- Power Cord
- Batteries x2
- Adhesive Velcro

Safety Information

- This unit should not be tilted or disassembled. Do not expose the DTA to water, or other sources of moisture. Do not expose the DTA to direct sunlight, heat, humidity, or dust. Do not place heavy objects on the DTA. Do not install the DTA behind a curtain or covering. Avoid any direct heat sources such as radiators or blowers. Do not place the DTA near any heat source.

- Do not attempt to repair the DTA. Contact your local service center for repair.

- The DTA is designed to function properly when placed on a flat surface. Ensure the DTA is placed on a stable surface to avoid any damage.

Unpacking

1. Unpack the Self-Installation Kit. Unpack the DTA and place it in a location convenient to your TV. The DTA should be placed near your TV to allow for proper connection.

2. Unplug all cables from your TV and set top box.

3. Connect the DTA to your TV and set top box.

4. Connect the DTA to your power source.

Setup

1. Connect the DTA to the coax input on your TV and set top box.

2. Connect the DTA to the power source.

3. Connect the DTA to the IR extender.

4. Connect the DTA to the wall outlet.

Activate

1. Activate your DTA(s) by going online or calling your cable provider.

2. To activate your DTA(s), you will need to go to the DTA web page at www.evolutiondigital.com and enter your serial number.

3. Once the DTA is activated, you will be able to enjoy viewing digital programming on your analog or digital television set.

Troubleshooting

No Picture/Video

To program your remote for TV functionality

Display alternative language feed

Display previous channel

T urn on/off sound

T urn your TV on or off ( hold when you program your remote)

Display current channel info

Display alternative language feed ( if available)

*Please refer to the Remote Control Programming and Operating Instructions to program your remote to work on your TV.
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Getting to Know Your Remote

Instructions

1. Unpack your Self-Installation Kit to ensure you have all needed pieces. Note your serial number you will need this later during activation.

2. Setup your DTA by following the Connection diagrams.

3. Activate your DTA(s) by going online or calling your cable provider.

What’s Included?

- Digital to Analog Adapter (DTA)
- IR Extender
- Coax Cable
- Power Cord
- Batteries x2
- Adhesive Velcro

Safety Information

- This unit should not be tilted or disassembled. Do not expose the DTA to water, or other sources of moisture. Do not expose the DTA to direct sunlight, heat, humidity, or dust. Do not place heavy objects on the DTA. Do not install the DTA behind a curtain or covering. Avoid any direct heat sources such as radiators or blowers. Do not place the DTA near any heat source.

- Do not attempt to repair the DTA. Contact your local service center for repair.

- The DTA is designed to function properly when placed on a flat surface. Ensure the DTA is placed on a stable surface to avoid any damage.

Unpacking

1. Unpack the Self-Installation Kit. Unpack the DTA and place it in a location convenient to your TV. The DTA should be placed near your TV to allow for proper connection.

2. Unplug all cables from your TV and set top box.

3. Connect the DTA to your TV and set top box.

4. Connect the DTA to the power source.

Setup

1. Connect the DTA to the coax input on your TV and set top box.

2. Connect the DTA to the power source.

3. Connect the DTA to the IR extender.

4. Connect the DTA to the wall outlet.

Activate

1. Activate your DTA(s) by going online or calling your cable provider.

2. To activate your DTA(s), you will need to go to the DTA web page at www.evolutiondigital.com and enter your serial number.

3. Once the DTA is activated, you will be able to enjoy viewing digital programming on your analog or digital television set.

Troubleshooting

No Picture/Video

To program your remote for TV functionality

Display alternative language feed

Display previous channel

T urn on/off sound

T urn your TV on or off ( hold when you program your remote)

Display current channel info

Display alternative language feed ( if available)

*Please refer to the Remote Control Programming and Operating Instructions to program your remote to work on your TV.
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Getting to Know Your Remote

Instructions

1. Unpack your Self-Installation Kit to ensure you have all needed pieces. Note your serial number you will need this later during activation.

2. Setup your DTA by following the Connection diagrams.

3. Activate your DTA(s) by going online or calling your cable provider.

What’s Included?

- Digital to Analog Adapter (DTA)
- IR Extender
- Coax Cable
- Power Cord
- Batteries x2
- Adhesive Velcro

Safety Information

- This unit should not be tilted or disassembled. Do not expose the DTA to water, or other sources of moisture. Do not expose the DTA to direct sunlight, heat, humidity, or dust. Do not place heavy objects on the DTA. Do not install the DTA behind a curtain or covering. Avoid any direct heat sources such as radiators or blowers. Do not place the DTA near any heat source.

- Do not attempt to repair the DTA. Contact your local service center for repair.

- The DTA is designed to function properly when placed on a flat surface. Ensure the DTA is placed on a stable surface to avoid any damage.

Unpacking

1. Unpack the Self-Installation Kit. Unpack the DTA and place it in a location convenient to your TV. The DTA should be placed near your TV to allow for proper connection.

2. Unplug all cables from your TV and set top box.

3. Connect the DTA to your TV and set top box.

4. Connect the DTA to the power source.

Setup

1. Connect the DTA to the coax input on your TV and set top box.

2. Connect the DTA to the power source.

3. Connect the DTA to the IR extender.

4. Connect the DTA to the wall outlet.

Activate

1. Activate your DTA(s) by going online or calling your cable provider.

2. To activate your DTA(s), you will need to go to the DTA web page at www.evolutiondigital.com and enter your serial number.

3. Once the DTA is activated, you will be able to enjoy viewing digital programming on your analog or digital television set.

Troubleshooting

No Picture/Video

To program your remote for TV functionality

Display alternative language feed

Display previous channel

T urn on/off sound

T urn your TV on or off ( hold when you program your remote)

Display current channel info

Display alternative language feed ( if available)

*Please refer to the Remote Control Programming and Operating Instructions to program your remote to work on your TV.

Ideas to Solutions for a Digital World
1. Take the power cord provided in your self-install kit.
2. Connect the power cord to the electrical wall outlet and the "9V DC in" port on the DTA.
3. Turn on your TV and tune it to channel 3 to 5. Make sure the channel 3/4 switch on the DTA is set to the same channel as your TV.
4. Leave the other end of this cable plugged into the cable wall outlet.

Optional Setup
You can bypass these elective steps and go straight to activation.

A. Connect the IR Extender into the IR port on the back of the DTA. Place the round end of the IR Extender Cable out of sight by attaching the adhesive velcro strips to the back of your DTA and attach it to the back of your TV.
B. Program your remote to control your TV’s volume and power. Refer to the Remote Programming Instructions.
C. Connect your DTA to your VCR. 1. Follow Steps A & B. 2. Connect the coax cable from the "To TV" port on your DTA to the "Cable RF In" port on your VCR. 3. Ensure the coax cable is connected from the output port on your VCR to the "Cable RF In" port on your TV. 4. Tune your TV to the channel the DTA is set to.
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ACTIVATE | Go Digital

Activating your DTA

Once you have completed setting up your DTA(s), the most important step is activating them. Activation essentially "turns on" your digital box in your home and on your cable provider’s network. Once your DTA(s) are activated you will be able to begin receiving digital TV!

To begin activation, ensure you have your serial number(s) and cable account information available.

You must contact your cable operator to activate your DTA.
Digital to Analog Adapter

Thank you for choosing the Evolution Digital to Analog Adapter. The DMS2002U will allow you to enjoy viewing digital programming on an analog or digital television set.

Your cable operator is enhancing the services provided to you. As a result you will need to add this box to your TV. Once you connect and activate this device, your cable operator is enhancing the services provided to you. As a result you will need to add this box to your TV.

The DTA is provided with a DC 5V IN AC power cord. It has been designed to meet the requirements of the DTA. No other power cord should be used with this set top box unless provided by your cable operator.

Troubleshooting

No Power the Front Panel of the DTA has No Light

• Check that the power cord is securely plugged into the electrical wall outlet and to the DTA.

No Picture/Video

• Double check all cable connections, including verifying that your coax cable is securely tightened onto both the cable wall outlet and the input port on your DTA. Hand tighten if necessary.

• Make sure you have activated your DTA.

• Make sure the TV and DTA are both set to the same channel (4 channel switch on the DTA and channel set on TV).

• Try switching the selected channel, if you had both set to a try setting both to 4 instead.

• If using a VCR, make sure if you have your VCR connected, your VCR is turned on and the channels all match.

• Check that the power cord is securely plugged into the electrical wall outlet and to the DTA.

The Remote Doesn’t Work

• Verify that there are no obstructions between the remote and the DTA.

• Ensure the two AAA batteries are inserted properly.

• If you are using the Remote Eye Cable (IR Extender) to place your DTA out of sight, make sure it is connected firmly to the DTA and that the round port of the Remote Eye cable is within “light” of the remote.

If you need additional support, please contact your cable provider.
Digital to Analog Adapter
DMS2002U

Thank you for choosing the Evolution Digital to Analog Adapter. The DMS2002U will allow you to enjoy viewing digital programming on an analog or digital television set.

Your cable operator is enhancing the services provided to you. As a result you will need to add this box to your TV. Once you connect and activate this device, you will need to add this box to your TV.

This Self-Installation Kit includes an IR Extender to allow your remote to work for TV functionality.

Getting to Know Your Remote

Troubleshooting

No Picture/Video:
- Double check all cable connections including verifying that your coax cable is securely tightened onto both the cable wall outlet and the input port on your DTA. Hand tighten if necessary.
- Make sure you have activated your DTA.
- Make sure the TV and DTA are both set to the same channel (14 channel switch on the DTA and channel on TV).
- Try watching the selected channel, if you had both set to 3 try setting both to 4 instead.
- If using a VCR, make sure if you have your VCR connected, your VCR is turned on and the channels all match.
- Check that the power card is securely plugged into the electrical wall outlet and to the DTA.

The Remote Doesn’t Work:
- Verify that there are no obstructions between the remote and the DTA.
- Ensure the two AAA batteries are inserted properly.
- If you are using the Remote Eye Cable (IR Extender) to place your DTA out of sight, make sure it is connected firmly to the DTA and that the round port of the Remote Eye cable is within “sight” of the remote.